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Abstract: The network resources management system has been an important tool for telecom 
operators to enhance the inner management. In this paper, the general concept and current 
study on the network resources management are introduced, it’s put forward that the 
multi-NRMSs should be integrated, and some functions of this integrated one are discussed. 
And the economic attribute of NRMS is put forward, the NRMS of network with limited 
resources is also discussed which should maximize the system utility, to provide suggestions 
for future construction of NRMS.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
With the competition in telecom market being more intense, the original way that the 

increase of income came from the promotion of large amounts of investment can no longer 
meet the requirement of the competition and the capital market. The telecom operators should 
develop the potential of the existing resources to provide the services with lower cost. This 
can be done by several ways, one of them is that the operators should build NRMS 
(abbreviation for Network Resources Management System) to realize the centralized 
management and united preparation of network resources, so as to get the best synthesized 
efficiency of the network by improving the utilization of capacity of the network resources 
and activating the resting resources. In this paper, the construction of NRMS and the problems 
in this process will be discussed. 
 
2. THE NETWORK RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 
2.1. What are included in the network resources? 

Generally speaking, the telecom network resources include pipeline and line network 
resources, cable network resources, fiber network resources, equipment rooms, core 
transmission network resources, access network resources, public switch network resources, 
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data network resources, etc. Reference[1] gives the components of the network resources, and 
this is shown as figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 The components of the network resources 

 
The network resources in NRMS include not only the physical network resources. The 

network resources owned by operators include physical and logical resources. The pipeline 
network, the cable network, the fiber network and the equipment rooms are physical resources. 
Based on these, there are professional telecom networks such as transmission network and 
switch network. By configuring the networks, the logical resources such as channels and 
circuits are formed, and there are complex relationships among these logical resources, this 
forms a multi-layer topology structure. The objects managed by NRMS should be all the 
physical & logical networks and the nodes that connect these networks. 

 
2.2. The basic attributes and characters of network resources  

When building the universal management platform of the telecom network resources, we 
should know clearly the basic attributes and characters of network resources. 

Reference[1] puts forward the multi-dimensional structure model of NRM (abbreviation 
for Network Resources Management). There are space, relationship and status dimensions. 
The space dimension is the space (geographical) distribution. The relationship dimension 
means the relationship of objects with which the co-relating & cooperation network is 
constructed. The status dimension describes the different dimension in the object’s life cycle, 
since the life cycle represents the boosting of time, the status dimension can also be regarded 
as the time dimension. 

Reference[2] puts forward the three basic attributes of the network resources: the existing, 
using and dynamic attributes. In fact these three attributes corresponding with the three 
dimensions discussed above. 

 
2.3. The function of the NRMS 

The function of the NRMS is to manage the network resources from the literal meaning. 
As is discussed above, there are three attributes of the network resources: the existing, using 
and dynamic attributes. NRMS should realize the management of these three attributions, that 
is to say the NRMS should be able to store the basic information and using status of the 
existing physical and logical resources, find the resources that can meet certain requirement, 
allocate resources and adjust the using status to show the dynamic changes of the network 
resources in time. 

Now there is a misunderstanding that NRMS is just a consulting tool to the operation and 
maintenance department for decision-making. In fact, the users of NRMS should not just be 
restricted to the operation and maintenance department. NRMS should also serve the planning, 
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construction, marketing department, etc, so as to take full advantage of network resources, to 
realize the dynamic and low-cost management, and to expand and reconstruct network at right 
time. The ultimate objective is to provide guarantee for the network to operate reliably and to 
provide better service for users. 

To realize this objective, the function of the NRMS should be extended. Reference[3] 
puts forward that the network resources data should be shared between all the systems, the 
sketch map is shown below as figure 2. But in fact, to realize that the NRMS serves each 
aspect in the production and management process indeed, it isn’t enough just to share data. 
The current system and process should be rebuilt to meet the requirement. 
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Figure 2 The share of network resources data 

 
This will be a very complicated job. A simplified process including three stages is given 

below, we should be aware that the actual practice would be more complicated.  
1. The service marketing stage 
It is not right to first accept customer’s requirement, then designate and allocate resources. 

The new process should be like this: first the NRMS should judge whether the network can 
provide the ability to meet the requirement, if it is possible, then the contract can be made; if 
the requirement can not be satisfied, the operator can tell the customer that it may need more 
time to provide the required service, this information should also be passed to the related 
departments to find the solutions. 

2. The stage to allocate the network resources 
If the existing network has the ability to provide the required service, first the scheme 

about how to allocate the network resources, including setting appropriate route and select 
corresponding carrying circuits (or fiber) should be set down. Once set down, the 
pre-allocated resources should be locked to prevent that the resources may be allocated again 
before they are actually allocated to the customers who require them. 

3. The stage of actually allocating the network resources 
The relevant departments fulfill the actual network resources allocating job. They allocate 

the actual network resources to customers, then the whole process is finished. Figure 3 is a 
simple sketch map. 
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Figure 3 A new NRMS-oriented process  
 
2.4. The status quo of the NRMS construction 

Seeing from the existing NRMS construction, different resources management systems 
are built aiming at different network resources which are divided according to the principle 
which is similar to the one being put forward in reference[1]. 

In the process of actual implement, because there are lots of problems in the management 
of local network pipeline resources, the local network resources management is generally 
regarded as the one that needs first consideration, and GIS technology is widely applied in it. 
However, many now-existing systems are still on the stage of building system resources 
database. There is also an obvious problem in the management of transmission network, it is 
hard to dispatch network resources and the responding time is long, so the resources 
management of transmission network is often regarded as another emphasis in the NRMS 
construction. Others such as data, switch and mobile networks have not been brought into the 
NRMS, or the corresponding NRMSs are under construction. 
 
3. NRMS: FROM MULTI-SYSTEMS TO ONE INTEGRATED SYSTEM  

 
Although the interface with other systems is taken into account, in most conditions, 

different NRMSs lose connection with physical networks because they can’t be combined. 
The consistency and integrality are difficult to ensure, and it’s hard to provide an end-to-end 
viewpoint of network or service to operators for there are different GUIs (abbreviation for 
Graphical User Interface), although this viewpoint is important when managing complex 
services. These systems can’t adapt the development of automation in telecom industry. 

To cope with different databases, interfaces and viewpoints, the operators need one 
resources management solution which can provide a database with single record. In other 
words, NRMS should be able to provide an end-to-end resources management solution. It 
needs the current systems to be united, and the objective is clear: NRMS should include some 
core functions, some of them are given below. 

1. The basic functions 
To provide capacity information, keep data’s synchronization, provide the ability to trail 

the assets, etc. Most of them have been provided by current NRMS. 
2. The expanding functions 
1) To provide end-to-end route choosing and equipment selecting ability 
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NRMS should be able to help operation and maintenance staff to make decision about 
how to allocate resources. 

2) To provide network ensuring ability 
When there is fault, NRMS can provide reference for finding and removing the fault. 

And NRMS can provide spare scheme for dispatching and allocating resources, to ensure 
even if the fault can’t be removed quickly, new resources can be allocated to provide the 
continuing communication. 

3) To provide network simulation ability 
NRMS can simulate the possible network operation status after the resources are 

allocated, to ensure the QoS. This function seems to be part of the network management, but 
there is difference, this one is simulation, when the resources are actually allocated, this 
function will be handed over to the network management department. 

The NRMS should not only be able to analyze the impact of the resources allocation to 
network, but also be able to simulate the status in which new technology and equipments are 
integrated into the existing network. 

These functions mentioned above are just part of all functions of NRMS, and the 
functions are still being extended, so it’s not necessary to list all. It seems that some functions 
are reduplicate with those of the network management system, in fact NRMS and the network 
management system are supplements each other, NRMS is the basis and support of the 
network management system, to fulfill one function may need the cooperation of these two. 

 
4. NRMS: TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM  

 
NRMS is a technical system, but not only a technical system, it’s more of an economic 

system.. Seeing from practice, although it needs the cooperation of multi- departments, there 
are mainly technology departments. But in fact NRMS should be an economic system, its 
purpose is to improve the economic benefit by improving the utilization efficiency of 
resources. 

The operators also know this, they also try to provide services with “minimal” resources 
usage. But to them, the “minimal” means the minim in amounts, not surely the minim in costs. 
For example, reference[4] indicates that when choosing routes, an intellectualized algorithm is 
used to find the best routes(maybe the one with the least hop times). This is similar to find the 
shortest path in a graph, but there is one problem, if we want the cost to be minimal, we 
should find the shortest path with minimal weights of cost.  

In fact there is cost when using every resource, the ideal NRMS should take the resources 
using cost into account, only by this can we realize the minimal cost. Some will say that the 
telecom cost is hard to determine, for besides the investment of equipments, there are many 
kinds of cost needing to be shared. In this paper, it is put forward that the original investment 
of resources can be used as the cost to help us explore how to allocate resources, this will help 
NRMS to realize the transformation from technical to economic system. This is not an easy 
job, but the idea given is very important, when allocating resources, the economy must be 
taken into account. 
 
5. NRMS BASED ON UTILITY OPTIMIZATION 
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There is another problem, how the NRMS allocate resources when congestion happens? 
Just refuse to provide services according to the principle “first come, first service”? Or let the 
customers to share the resources, then what about the QoS? This may be not evident in fixed 
network, for the resources in fixed network are abundant with the appearance of fiber, but in 
mobile network, the frequency resource is very limited, this problem should be paid more 
attention to. 

Here is a example, customers buy the network access service(elastic) from operators, the 
NRMS lets those who pay the same money to share bandwidth among them, then when the 
network congestion comes up, those who would like to pay more for better QoS will get the 
average QoS(this QoS is low), this seems to be fair, but to the operators, their revenues may 
be bigger but they don’t get the extra money from those who would like to pay more, to the 
customers, they can’t get better QoS, so the satisfaction degree of two sides isn’t high enough. 

To customers, we define utility to be the function of the satisfaction to the network 
service (including bandwidth, delay, jitter, etc.) and their payment, and to operators, define 
utility to be the revenue, then we can say in the example above, the utility of customers and 
the utility of operators don’t get maximum. To provide better service and get more revenues, 
the utility must be optimized. 

The utility optimization comes from the economic field. If we want to use this method to 
study the network resources allocation problem, first we should set up the utility model of 
resource allocation. This job has been done by many people, and these models can be divided 
into two kinds, the model based on price and the model based on game theory. Kelly model is 
a representative model based on price [5-7], and PSP (abbreviation for progressive second price 
auction) model is a representative model based on game theory [8-10].The Kelly model is like 
this: 

Suppose J is the set of resources, S is the set of customers, define A to be a matrix, if j ∈

s, then A = 1, otherwise A = 0 . Define Cjs js j is the total limit of resources j, then the total 
resources can be defined to C= (C , C ,…, C  ). Suppose customer s get the x amountj s  1 2 of 
resources, and the utility function U (x ) is the satisfaction degree of customer s with the xs s s 
amount of resources. Then the utility optimization object is to get the optimization of the total 
utility of the system, that is  

Max ，subject to Ax≤C, x≥0  
∑
∈Ss

ss xU )(

These models are mostly dynamic pricing models, with relatively high complexity, and 
some are difficult to be taken into practice.  

Paris Metro Model is also one of these models, it divides the network to several 
sub-networks with some network resources and with different prices, this model can’t provide 
strict QoS guarantee, but it can guarantee those who would like to pay more to get better 
service than those with lower budget statistically. This model seems easier to handle, but there 
is still problem to get the exact analytic solution about how to divide the sub-networks and 
price them with the given utility function, to say nothing of how to set the exact utility 
function. 

Seeing from now, we should say that it’s still very difficult to take the utility optimization 
into account in practical NRMS, there still needs further study. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the general concept and current study on NRM are introduced. It’s put 
forward that the NRMS should change from multi-systems to an integrated one, and some 
functions of this integrated one are discussed. And the economic attribute of NRMS is put 
forward, the ideal NRMS should take the resources using cost into account to realize the 
minimal cost. The NRMS of network with limited resources is also discussed, the NRMS 
should maximize the system utility. Although some ideas are not easy to be put into practice, 
these should not be ignored. The further study will try to give more practical suggestions to 
the construction of NRMS. 
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